Practical
Length : 16 kilometres

VALLIÈRE
Circum

• Bring a pair of binoculars to
observe animals that you encounter
along the way

• Wear good walking shoes

• Provide for adequate drinking

• Check the weather before
departure

• Thank you for not leaving your
waste behind

Walking
around Vallière

Pour vous
repérer :
La
Villeneuve
Le Plaisir
La Prade

Moulin de
Gasne

La Croix
Petite

Le Boueix

La Lombrière

Le
Masvaudier

Le Pont des
Poupées

La
Villeneuve

Place de
l’Eglise

Departure Place de l’église, take the D7 direction Royère.
On the right hand sight Château de la Villeneuve (private
ownership, XV and XVI century) After the bend; take the path to
the left. After 800 meters left bend. Then straight ahead, pass
paths to the left and right.
In la Prade, take the road to the left (to your right, a granite cross)
Walk 400 meters and take the path to the left, coming out on the
D16
On the D16 go to the left and after 250 meters the path to the
right (direction Moulin de Gasne) Walk past the Moulin and after
passing the lake go up to the left.
You will pass the farm les Garennes. Walk through until an
intersection (straight, return to Vallière), with a wooden cross on
a granite pedestal, follow to the right a path that descends
towards La Petite Croix. You walk through a forest on a path
bordered with huge stones.
Before you reach la Petite Croix (if you see the houses), take the
path to the left.
You enter Boueix on the D36. Turn left and after 200 meters take
the path to the right.
Walk to la Lombrière. Right onto the D7 and after 50 meters take
the trail to the left.
At the first junction turn right. (Left: you walk back, along the
campsite, to Vallière)
Walk 200 meters, leave the trail to the right hand and walk
straight through until the paved road.
There you go left, approximately 1.2 km to Masvaudier. On the
right hand stands a granite cross. Cross the intersection straight
and walk to Epagnat.
After the first house in Epagnat take the path to the left.
After approximately 1 km you will see on the right the Pont des
Poupées.(nice little bridge with 2 arches) Go over it and walk
about 600 meters. Before the first house you see, take the right
path. (Straight on; goes to Vallière)
You arrive on the D10, turn left here and walk about 700 meters.
Then go right towards La Villeneuve. (350 meters after the bridge
over the Banize, when you follow the course of the river to the
right you can see an old stone bridge after 100 meters)
Continue along la Villeneuve; walk through the village to the D7.
Go left on the D7, direction Vallière.
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